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Legui.ies on Illinois Soils.
The problems of maintaining the fertility ttlready in t2te
soil, and of increasing t-.e supply v/.iei e it has become depleted
are of the utmost importance to every farmer. Of the three
elements of fertility, -nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, -which
are of commanding importance because of their relative scarcity
and expensiveness , the first named should be especially inter-
esting to the farmer. Nitrogen is the most important element
of i lant food, -if any one element can be considered more import-
ant tha,n another,- because of the larger amounts used by plants,
because of its relative costliness if obtained in the commercial
way, and because it is much more easily lost when applied to
the soil.
There are large areas of soils in our own state in which
the nitrogen supply has become so depleted as to render it very
difficult, any longer, to grov/ remunerative crops; and in which
the supply of organic inatter has been so nearly exhausted as to
preclude the possibility of preserving the best physical con-
dition of the soil. These considerations have led to an at-
tempt on the part of the v^^riter to investigate some of tiiese
problems
.
For the purpose of the experiment, soils were collected
from several of the large soil-areas of the state in which the
above named conditions mainly exist. Soils v/ere taken from

near Vienna, Johnson County, representing the old worn hill
soils of the unglaciated part of the state. This soil area is
found principally in the seven counties of the state lying
south of the range of hills known as the Ozark Spurs. The
Vienna soil is typical of the area in which it is found. It
is a reddish colored silt loan, "badly v/orn from long continued
cultivation and the rolling nature of the surface. In the vir-
gin state, this soil is uniformly productive, "being especially
adapted to the production of v/heat. The field from which the
sample was taken is a good representative of the fields of the
area. It has "been cropped almost continuously for 75 years
v;ith practically no fertilizers of any kind "being applied.
Chemical anal3/sis shows that these soils are markedly acid,
very deficient in nitrogen, and more or less deficient in
phosphorus.
Samples v/ere taken from near Cutler on the line "between
Perry and Randolph Counties and from. Odin, Marion County, rep-
resentative of the large soil-aree, knov/n as the Lower Illinoi??-
ar Glacial Prairie type. This area comprises the whole or
parts of ahout thirty counties, lyinp- chief Ij"- "betv/een the V/a-
"bash a,nd Kaskaskia rivers, north of the Ozark Spurs and south
of the Shel"byville Iloraine. The Cutler and Odir. soils are
classed as gray colored silt loams of the prairie t^rpe. The
soil particles are very fine, a,nd not "bei^g held apart hy or-
ganic matter, have a tendency/ to run togetKer a.nd foTm a hard,
compact surface. The su'bsurface, at a dep .a of ahout eighteen

inclies, consists of a very fine grained clay approaching the
character of hard pan. These soils are v^ell adapted to the
grov/ing of v/he&.ty 3.nd v;hen in the fresh state, give large
yields. They have "been cropped heavily to wheat, a.nd are bad-
ly run dOTm. The soils are very deficient in phosphorus and
lor/ in nitrogen. The organic matter is much depleted, and the
soils are so acid that it is difficult to grow the legumes,
especially the clovers.
Samples were taken from near Virginia, Cass Countj'', in the
area designated, the Middle Illinoisan Glacia.tion. This area
comprises chiefly the counties and parts of counties betv;een
the Kaskaskia and Illinois rivers and south of the Shelbyville
Moraine. It in eludes such counties as Cass, Menard, Morgan,
Sangamon, Green, and parts of Christian, Bond, Montgomery,
St. Clair, and others.
The principal t^^^e is a dark hrovm loam, well supplied v/ith
organic matter cind only slightly acid. The phosphorus content,
while considerably higher than in the Lower Illinoisan Glacia-
tion, is still much lower than that of the normal fertile soil.
The nitrogen supply is fairly abundant as yet. The Virginia
soil is a little better than the average. It is a blacker
prairie soil, more abundantly supplied with organic matter
and the mineral elements.
Lastly, samples were taken from, near AntiocK, Lake County.
This soil represents the higher and more rolling parts of the
Wisconsin Moraine area, comprising the counties in the north-
eastern part of the state.

'^he Antioch soil is a light gray colored clay soil. It
is a close gra.ined soil '.-.liich runs together a.nd bakes ha-dly.
The suhsurf ice and sul-)soils are heavj' cla;, s, very hard and
compact, approaching closely the nature of hard-pan. The
soil is distinctly acid, low in organic matter and nitrogen,
and riot very well supplied "ith phosphorus, though rich in
Motassium.
The soil from each field v-as teken to a depth of seven
:nches, filled into eight stone jars or pots eleven inches deep
and ten and one-half inches in diameter, and the pots numhered
fron one to eight, inclusive.
The plan of the experiment as first outlined ^^as to ccm-
]"iare the po-^er of the legu_mes,- alfalfa., cov^^pea^s, red clover,
so:""beB,]js , and vetch to fix free at f.iospheric nitrogen in the
different soils; and secondly, to ccmpr-re the j^^ield and compo-
sition of the roots a.nd st^-'.bhie v.-ith the tops, and to determine
the value of the roots and stubble to suppl, - c,:iic natter
and nitrogen to the soil.
For this p-^rpose, the eight pots v/ere divided into two
series of four pots eacli. One ser'ies incl'.^ded the pots ; -
bered one, six, seven, and eight,, --'hile the other series in-
cluded the pots numbered tv/o
,
three, fo^ir, and five. Pots one,
six, seven, and e: , - ^ re sovm to alfalfa efter - ei;.,^ created
as folio s: Pots nujnber one vere heated to 120°C. for several
hours to destroy any alfalfa, bacteria that might be present in
the soils; ";ots number six --ere inoc^-ilated v/ith the alfalfa-
bacteria; nots number seven vere inoculated and given an appli-

cation of six grams of acidulated TDone meal per pot; pots num-
ber eir^ht were inoculated and given applications of six grams of
acidulated bone meal and three grams of sulphate of potash per
pot. Pots numbered two, three, four and five v/ere inoculated
with the proper bacteria, and t?ien planted as follows: pots
number two were sown to soybeans; pots nuinber three, to vetch;
pots nujTiber four, to cov/peas; and pots nuinber five, to red clo-
ver
.
The seeds v/ere sown a'^out the first of February, 1903.
The plants v/ere kept growing continuously for one year, only be-
ing mowed when necessary. I'h.ere the plants matured in a snort-
er tim.e than a yea,ry as the soybeans and cowpeas, they were re-
planted as soon as harvested. During this time, the alfalfa
was cut seven times, vie-:- ITay 23, June 2r, <Iul3-^ 25, Sept. 3,
Oct. 8, Nov. 30., and Jan. 28. The soybeans were planted three
times, the last planting, howeAJ-er, not maturing. The vetch ¥/as
cut tv/ice, July 4, and llov. 28, The cowpeas grew two crops;
v/hile the red clover v/as cut three tiries, July 25, Sept. 3, a.nd
Nov. 25. The roots of the soybeans and cowj.eas v/ere carefully
removed from the soil after each cutting, while in the case of
the alfalfa, vetch and red clover, the roots v/ere not removed
until the end of the experim.ent, late in January, 1904.
The parts of the plant above ground, and. the roots and
stubble, after fhey v/ere washed free of dirt, -.-vere dried in the
shade to constant weight, the weights of the different pa,rts
taken, including the seeds in the case of the saybeans and cov/-
peas; and finally, the total plant above ground and the roots

and stu'b'ble v/ere analyzed se^;arately for nitrogen.
Complete analyses of the soils ?/ere made "by the Chemistry
Department of tlie Experim.ent Station, while the nitrogen con-
tent of each pot of soil was determined "both "before and after
growing the crops, hy the v/riter. lio difference in the nitro-
gen content of the pots could he detected betv/eeri the first and
last determ.inat ion , so only the first is made use of in the
following discussions.
Analyses of the Soils.
Tahle ^^q. l. I'irst 7 inches
.
In per cents of *:he Vv'hole .
1
Aiitioch
.
Cutler
.
Od in . Vienna. Virginia
.
Insoluble I'atter 88. 4-;, 2 90 .220 89 .380 89 .8 7 78.852
Carhon Dioxide
Organic Carbon
Nitrogen .107 .148 .090 .249
Phosphorus .024 .031 .040 .04 5
Potass iujn .298 .169 .193 .208 .422
Lim.e Requirem.ents
If these percentages he reduced to pounds of the elements
per a,cre, v/e have tjie following results:

Analvses of the Soils.
Talile ^^0. ?irs_t 7_ inches . In pounds per Acre
Antioch. < Cutler.
T'itrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium
Lime requirements
3594
986
6675
2397
538
3786
Odin. I Vienna.
3315
694
4323
2016
396
4659
Virginia
1008
9453
Analyses of the Soils by Pots.
Table No. 3.
Location
of Soil.
.
Pot
1.
Pot
2 .
Pot
3 .
Pot
4
.
r
Pot
5_.___
"
m'-^
Pot Pot Pot
8. -
Antioch .165 .166 .166 .166 .166 .166 .163 .166
Cutler .085 .088 .088 .088 .087 .088 .085 .087
Od in .120 .132 .127 .121 .126 .127 .126 .126
Vienna .192 .093 .090 .093 .090 .090 .090 .087
Virginia .230 .232 .236 .234 .234 .234 .236 .231
By reducing the above percentages to pounds of lUtrogen
per acre we have the following results:

Analyses of the Soils "by Pots.
In
Location
of Soil.
Pot
.
1.
Pot
.
2.
Pot.
i
3. 1
Pot .1
4 . 1
Pot.
•
Pot.
6.
Pot.
7.
Pot.
8.
Antioch. 3696 371B 3718
—
1
3718 3718 3718 3651 3718
Cutler 19?. 6 1971 1971 1971 1949 1971 1904 1949
Od in 2688 2957 2845 2710 2822 2845 2822 2822
Vienna 2061 2083 2016 2083 2016 2016 2016 1949
Virginia 5152 5197 5286 5241 5241
1
5241 5286 5174
The "best possible care v/as given the plants during their
growth, "but, unfortunately'-, the same person could not attend to
them throughout. P^ecause of this, the matter of watering and
keeping the plants free from insects, such as the plant lice and
the small red spider whic/i infest green-houses, was at times
neglected. Some of the x;ots were kept too v/et, whicii had a more
damaging effect on the plants than wliere not enough water v^as
supplied. The insects named ahove were very annoying at times.
They were especially bad on the vetch and red clover, and suc-
ceeded in almost destroying them toward the close of the season.
Notwithstanding all of the drawbacks, the results have
a meaning, and for pu^-posesof comparison can be depended on as
being fairly reliable.
One very noticeable fact, and v;hich changed the plan of
the experiment considerably, m.ade itself evident early in the
course of the v/ork. The number one pots were to be used as

check pots to which all the othei's were to l)e referred. In or-
der to make sure that nothing should interfere v/ith the accura-
cy and reliability of the checks, the soils were heated to
o
120 C. for several hours, to destroy any inoculating "bacteria
that the soils might contain. The heating had exactly the op-
posite effect from what was expected of it. The bacteria were
no doubt killed, but on the other hand, certain changes, physi-
cal or chemical, or both, were produced that had a very remark-
able effect on the growth of the plants. If table ITo . 5 be con
suited, it v/ill readily be seen that the yields of alfalfa,
both tops and roots, on the number one pots, are greater in
almost every case than the corresponding yields from the num-
ber six pots where the soils were inoculated v/ith the alfalfa
bacteria. In the case of the /ntioch soil, there v/as a yield
of lO^:' gm. against 89 gm. for the tops and 35 gm. against 31 gm
for the roots. The Odin soil prives a yield of 56 gm, against
39gm. for the tops and 15gm. against 17 gm. for the roots. The
Vienna soil gives a yield of 46gm, against 34gm. for the tops
and 23gm. against 17gm. for the roots. The Virginia soil gives
a yield of 68gm. against 61gm. for the tops and 26gm. against
27gjn. for the roots. In only tv/o instances, in tV.e case of the
yield of roots on the Odin and Virginia soils, did the number
six pots give larger yields than were obtained from the num-
ber one pots. Tne average increase in yields of the number one
pots over the number six pots was 22fi for the tops and Qfo for
the roots.

The nature of the changes produced in the soils "by heating
is not kno?m, "but they( the changes) were probahly largely chem-
ical. At any rate, a large amount of plant-food must have been
rendered readily available. If v/e examine table l\o . 12, it
will be seen that the tops and roots combined removed from the
Antioch soil, 707 lbs of nitrogen per acre, while from the Odin
soil 360 lbs v/ere removed. From the Vienna soil, 330 lbs, and
422 lbs, from the Virginia soil. This nitrogen must have all,
or practically all, come from the supply in the soil, because
the heating destroyed any nitrogen-gathering bacteria that might
have existed in the soil before heating, and none were supplied
af •< erwaj-ds
.
Late in the season the Virginia soil became sliph%-
ly inoculated, but no tubercles were found on the roots of the
plants growing in the other pots.
It is interestinpr to no + e that the nitrogen removed from
these heated soils amoim-ed to 19 per cent of all the nitrogen
found in the 1st 7 inches of the Antioch soil; 12 l/2 per cent
of that found in the Odin soilj 16 per cent of that in the
Vienna soil, and 8 per cent of that fornd in the Virginia soil.
The heating of soils can be of but little practic-.l
importance, but may be of interest from a scientific stand-
point. So far as knov/n to the writer, lit'-.le has ever been
published along this line, and practically nothing is known
about the changes produced by heatirg. Dr. Wiley, Chief of the
Bureau of Chemistry of the United States Department of Agricult-
ure, has reported similar observations in his work with pot-
culture experiments, but has not given any explanation of the

effects produced.
It is a common observation tliat plants -^rov/ mucli ranker
where a "brush or lo;-: pile, or a hay or straw stack has "been
"burned than on the sur^-ounding soil. In some parts of the state,
the potato fields are covered 6 to 10 inches deep with wheat
straw to act as a mulch. When the potatoes are harvested, this
straw is usually "burned. Invaria'bly the crop is "better on this
soil the following: year tlian on the surrounding. The accepted
explanation has always "been that a large quantity of potassium
and some phosphorus were added in an easily available form by
the ashes. This explanation might hold true if it were not for
the fact that when the soil is so deficient in nitrogen that
only minimijirfi yields are possible, large applications of easily
available phosphorus and potassium only slightly increase the
yields,. Is it not probable, then, that the increased growth
over these burned areas is largely due to the changes which
take place in the sd il during the heating rather t'nan to the add-
ition of large quantities of mineral elements from the burned ma-
terial? It v/ill be interesting to follow the investigations
farther to determine if possible the nature and extent of the
changes which the soil undergoes upon being heated.

Yield of Tops and Roots in Grams per Pot.
YJeirCitQ relate to the
Name of Crop
.
Pot
'^lo
.
Treat-
iient_._
^
i
—~- ' -
Ant i ocii Cutler Odin Vienna Virginia
Alfalfa, Tops,
first cutting. 1 Heated 13.43 5 .81 1 .02 12 ,29
Alfalfa, Tops,
last cut tin,-". tT 9 .17 - • 3 .47 4 .41 6 ,59
Alfalfa
,
Tops
,
all cuttings
.
If M 105 .45 — • — 55 .90 45 .79 68 .25
Alfalfa,
Roots
.
It II 34,79 14 .53 22 .58 26 .19
Alfalfa, Tops,
and Roots Iff II 140 .24
-
-
—
~ 70.43 68 .37 94 .44
Alfalfa, Tops,
first cutting. 6 3ac . 17 .82 6 .00 7 .03 4 .16 9 .64
Alfalfa, Tops,
last cutting. It 8 .72 4 .85 4 .09 4 .21 9 ,05
Alfalfa, Tops,
all cuttings
.
f 1 II 89 ,04 30 .35 38 .61 33 ,52 63 .50
Alfalfa
,
KOO uS . 11 30 .50 16 .44 17 .06 lo .71 27 .08
Alfalfa, Tops,
and Roots II II 119 .54 46 .79 55,67 50.23 90.58
Alfalfa, Tops,
first cutting. 7 P BctC . 18 .7 6 8 ,73 12 .44 8 .95 12 .7 5
Alfalfa, Tops,
last cutting
.
It II 10.91 6 .04 3 ,50 7 .11 12 .03
Alfalfa, Tops,
all cutt in- -s . It It 111,09 40 .72 74 .4 9 59 .92 80 . 54
Alfalfa,
Roots. I! II 39 ,33 19 .36 27 ,97 25 .89 32 .79
Alfalfa, Tops,
and Roots. It II 150.42 60.08 102.46 85.79 113 .33
Alfalfa, Tops,
first cutting. 8 PMBac . 28,35 7 .38 12.52 9 .88 11,7 9
Alfalfa, Tops,
last cutting. 11 II 12 .91 7.24 8.89 7 .10 9 .93
Alfalfa, Tops,
all cuttings. II II 132 .67 38.93 69 .22 63.37 73 .52
Alfalfa,
Roots
.
ft II 48.05 16 .55 38.70 31.62 35 .23
Alfalfa, Tops,
and Roots
.
II It 180,72 55 ,48 107 .92 94,99 108 .75
i
1
-
1
1, C.-cy-,^^.y^ ^^,.^,.,....£^^
->u^ -^^.^-^e-A-A^

Table Ho. 5. (Con. ) Y/eiglits relate t;o t/ie ai,r-dry state.
Name of Crop
.
I
iPot Treat- Ant ioch Cutler
1
'Odin Vienna Virginia
|::o. ment .
.
So'v"beans
,
j
i
vines. Bac . 66.25 '^)9 56 'V^ -43 53 -6?
ii Soybeans
seeds . ti II 19.29 1 ? 68 16 8?
Soybeans
total tops. If It 85.84 47.9'/ 54 .99 46.11 70.44
Soy'^eans,
• roots
.
It II S .07 5 .78 5 .78 4 .63 8.02 '
So;'-beans, tops,
and roots. II II 93 .61 53 .75 60.73 50.74 78.46
Vetch, tops. 3 Pac . 63 .55 28.97 31.07 27 .89 66 .97 '
Vetcli, roots. !l It 2 .90 0.77 0.92 1.62 2.40
"-•tell, tops,
and roots. II It 66 .45 28 .74 31.99 29 .51 69 .37
CoTrpeas
,
vines 4 3ac . 90.85 42.14 47 .33 37 .21 75 .70
Cowpeas
seeds It It 21.52 7 .16 3.08 0.76 11.65
Cov/peas
total tops. It . It 112.37 49 .30 50.41 37 .97 87.35
,iCov/'peas
roots . M II 18.69 8.90 10.11 7 .65 15.42
'Cowpeas, tops,
and roots . II It 131.06 58 .20 60.52 45 .62 102.77
Red Clover, ii
|:
t op s
.
5 Bac . 124 . 18 71.34 79 .14 67 .66 114.87
Reu Clover,
roots M It 11.98 9 .39 10.20 8.41 15.67 !
Red Clover, tops.
and roots.
II
It II 13^; .16 80.73 89 .34 67 .07 130.54
-1
;l
1
II

rRank of Legumes as to -Titrogen Content and Total Yield.
Table x . .
±.egume Ant ioch Cutler Odin V ienna Virginia
~ :
l^itrogen Ranlc.
——————————
—
Red Clover. 2 1 ' 1 1 1
iotal lie Id
Rank
.
II 1 1 1 1 1
Nitrogen Rank. Cowpeas 3 3 4 4 3
Rank
,
If 2 2
1
^ 4 2
'.'itrogen Rank. Soy'oeans 4 4 2 3 4
Total Yield
Rank
.
II 4 3 2 2 4
nitrogen Rank. Vetcli R 5 5 5 5
Total Yield
Rani: 5 5 5 5 5
ilitrogen Rank. Alfalfa 1 2 O 2 2
Total Yield
Rank II 'A 4 4 3 3

Leaving out of consideration the heated soils, and compar-
ing the yields of alfalfa from the numbers six, seven, and
eight pots, it is seen that the 3/ields were largely increased
by the application of phosphorus alone, and still further slight
ly increased, in most instances, by the addition of potassiura
to the phosphorus. The average increase in the yield of tops
on the number seven pots over the number six pots. Table I.'o.5.,
anounted to 44f.-, that of the roots, 35;'i', and of the total, tops
and roots, 4l€. The average increase in the yield of tops on
the number eight pots over the number seven pots amounted to on-
ly 3/0, tliat of the roots, 17;^, and of the total, tops and roots,
7/'i. ¥/hile trie phospliorus treatment gave a largely increased
yield over the untreated soils, trie addition of potassiura to
the phosphorus further increased the yield very little, espec-
ially of tops. In fact, on some of the soils. Cutler and Vir-
ginia, there was an actual decrease in total yield of lO^and
respectively. In the case of the Cutler soil, there was a de-
crease in the yield of both tops and roots, while in the Vir-
ginia soil there was a decrease only in the yield of tops. The
Odin soil gave a decreased yield in tops, but the increased
yield of roots was sufficient to give an increased total yit^ld.
The Antioch soil gave the largest yield of both tops and roots,
but the largest per cent ofincrease in yields of the number
seven pots over the number six pots v/as on the Odin soils, with
an increase of 84/^. The other soils follov; in order: Vienna,
715^; Cutler, 2Q^\ Antioch, 26^.'; and Virginia, Zbyi, The increase

in yield of tlie number eight pots over the numher six pots was
as follov/s: Odin, 9A%\ Vienna, 89/0 ; Antioch, blfo\ Virginia, 20^0;
and Cutler, 19%.
leaving out the Antioch soil, the ^'-ields of the different
soils varied directly as the nitrogen content of the soils, and
on the untreated soils, trie nur.iher six pots, in almost the same
proportion. The yield of the Antioch soil was out of all pro-
portion to the others, which fact I am not able to explain.
In the second series, where no fertilizers were applied,
but where different legumes v/ere compared, we find the same law
genera,lly holding true, viz., that tlie yield varied directly as
the nitrogen content of the soil. In this series, however, the
Cutler soil with a slightly less nitrogen content than the Vien-
na soil, gave a slightly larger yield with every legume but the
vetch and in that case the tv/o yields were practically the same.
The yields on tl:e Antioch soil v/ere a-gain cut of proportion.
Comparing the different legumes on trie same soil, using
the number six pots of the first series for the alfalfa, we have
some interesting results. On the Antioch soil, the red c lOver
gave the largest total yield v/ith 136.16 gms per pot. The cov»/-
peas gave the second largest yield with 131.06 gms per pot;
the alfa.lfa was third v/ith 119.54 gms per pot; the soybeans
gave fourth v/ith 93.61 gms per pot, while the vetch gave the
least yield v/ith 6G.45 gms per pot. On the Cutler soil the red
clover stands first v/ith 80.73 gms per pot; tne cov/peas second
with 58.20 gms per pot; the soybeans third, with 53.75 gms
per pot; the alfalfa fourth with 46.79 gms per pot, and the
vetch last with 28.74 gms per pot. On the Odin soil, the red

clover stands first with a yield of S9 .34 graias per pot; the gay
"beans, secoad with 60.73 grans per pot; the cowpeas third v/ith
60.52 ^^raras per pot; the alfalfa fourth with 55 .67 grains per
pot, and the vetch last with 31.99 grams per pot. Red clover
stands first on the 'aenna soil with 76 .07 grains per pot; the
sayheans second with 50.74 nrams per pot; the alfalfa third with
50.23 grams per pot; tiie cov/peas fourth with 45.62 grains per pot
and the vetch last with 29.51 grans per pot. The Virginia soil
gives red clover a yield of 130. ?4 grams; covj-peas second v/ith
102,77 grams; alfalfa third with 90.53 grams; Eoyheans fourth
with 78.46 grams, and vetch last \7ith 69.37 grams per pot.
Taking the average yield per pot, the red clover stands
first v/ith 102.57 grams, the cowpeas second with 79.63 .:;rams,
the alfalfa third v;ith 72.56 grams, the eaybeans fourth with
67,46 grams, and the vetch last v/ith 45.21 graias per pot.
If the yields of the ^.ops and roots "be compared separately,
the order in which the total yields stand v/ill "be sonev/hat
changed. Taking the average yields of tops, t le red clover
stands first with 91.44 grams, the cov/peas second v/ith 67.48
grams, the soybeans third 'vith 61.01 grams, the alfalfa fourth
with 51.00 grains, and the vetch last with 43.49 grams per pot,
?or the roots the alfalfa stands first with 21.56 grams, the s
cov/peas second with 12.15 grams, the red clover third with
11.13 grams, the soybeans fourth with 6.45 grams, and the vetch
last with 1.72 grams per pot. While the red clover stands first
"both as to total yield and the yield of tops, it is only third
in the yield of roots. The cov/peas stand secoad in the yield

of tops, roots, and total yield. The soyneans stand third in
the yield of tops, fourth in the yield of roots, and fourtli in
the total yield. Al-alfa stands only fourth in the yield of
tops, "but first in the yield of roots, and third in the total
yield. The vetch stands last in the yield of tops, roots, and
total. In no case did the vetch yield as well as any of the
other legumes.
The yield of tops and roots in tons per acre is given in
Table no. 7. The largest yield of tops of any legume on any
soil not fertilized v/as for red clover on the Antioch soil v^rith
a yield of 9.93 tons per acre. The largest yield of roots was
for alfalfa on the Antioch soil v/ith a yield of 2.44 tons per
acre. The largest total yield v/as for red clover on the Antioch
soil 7/ith 10.89 tons per acre. The covvpeas gave a total yield
of 10.48 tons per acre on the same soil, while red clover yield-
ed a total of 10.44 tons per acre on the Virginia soil. The
SGiallest yield of tops v/as for vetch on the Vienna soil with 2.23
tons per acre. The smallest yield of roots v/as for vetch on the
Cutler soil v/ith only .06 of a ton per acre. The smallest total
yield was also for vetch on tiie Cutler soil with 2.30 tons per
acre .

Yield of Tops and Roots in Tons per Acre.
Talole No. 7. ¥eif-:lits relat e to t .e air-dry state
.
Name of Pot Tre' Ant ioch Cutler
r
"
Od in
T
Vienna Virginia
Crop
.
ilo
.
ment * 1
a_Li u.
J
Tops . 1 bleated 8.44 4 .47 3 .66 5 .46
Alfalfa,
Roots. II II 2.78 1.16 1.81 5.46
Alfalfa,
Total. It II 10.22 5.63 5.47 7 .55
A±i a±i a
,
Tops . 6 P^ac . 7 .12 2 .43 3 .09 2 .68 5 .08
Alfalfa,
Roots
.
11 II 2 .44 1.31 1.3 6 1.34 2.17
Alfalfa,
Total. II II 9 .56 3.74 4 .4 5 4.02 7 .25
A 1 -Pp 1 -^pJn.S.x, ctXj. cx
,
ToTt)s
. 7 P Pac . 8.89 3 .26 5 .96 4.79 6 .44
Alfalfa
Roots II II 3 .15 1.5;: 2.24 2 .07 2 .62
Alfalfa,
Total. II II 12.04 .4 .31 8.20 6 .86 9 .06
Tops . 8 ?K a,c 10.61 3.11 5 .54 5 .07 5.88
Alfalfa,
Roots II II 3 .8-^ 1.32 3 .09 2 .53 2 .32
Alfalfa,
Total. II II 14 .45 4.43 8 .63 7 .60 3 .70
Soybeans
,
Tops
.
o
(J Bac . n .84 3 .34 4 .40 3 .69 5 .64
Soybeans
Roots II It 0.65 0.46 0.46 0.37 0.64
Soybeans
Total. II II 7 .49 4 .30 4 .36 4 .06 6 .28
\ / /~\ ^ *^ i-^
V e ocn
,
Tops . 3 5 .08 2.24 2.49 2 .23 5.36
Vetch,
Roots II II
.23 0.06 0.07 0.13 0.19
Vetch,
Total. (1 It 5.31 2.30 2.56 2.36
I
5 • 5 5

Yield of Tops and Roots in Tons per Acre.
TalDle 110. 7 . [Con.) Y/ei5^:hts relate to tiie air-dry state
,
Name of Pot Treat- Ant ioch Cutler Odin Vienna Virginia
Croo
.
Ho
.
ment .
Cov.'peas
,
1 vjp o • 4 Bac . 8.99 O . J' X 4 .03 3 .04
Covrpeas
Eoots, It II 1.49 0.71 0.81 0.61 1.23
Gov,-peas
Total. ti It 10.43 4.65 4 .84 3.65 8.22
Red Clover,
Tops
.
5 "Bac . 9 .93 5.71 6.33 5.41 9 .19
Red Clover,
Roots . II 11 0.96 0.75 0.82 0.67 1.25
Red Clover,
Total. II It 10.89 6 .46 7.15 6 .08 10.44

Reiaiive Yield of Trj-s ar.d Rgc.oS.
Table No_. 8. Expr^ess_ed_ir^
Hariie of
Crop
.
T
Pot
j
Treat-
no . ment
..
Alfalfa,
,
tOl-'S. |l
,|A.lfa'fa,
I
roots
.
Alfalfa,
to .s
.
Alfalfa,
roots
lAlfalfa,
I
tops.
Alfalfa,
roots.
lAlfa'i f
,
tops.
)Alfalfa
roots.
ipoylDears
,
II
tops.
[Soybeans
roots.
I^e t ch
,
I
tops.
Vetch
roots
jClov/peas
ibowpeas
" roots.
Red Clover
tops.
Red Clover
r'^r ts
Pleated
Ant ioch Cutler
Eac.
P Bac.
P K Bac.
Bac
11
Bac
Bac
iBac
75
25
174
I
'74
26
75.5
2G.5
,9i
i 9
4
kr,
14
91
9
j71
29
i:
9'). 5
|15
j
33
L2
Odia
80
20
69
75
27
64
36
90
10
97
3
82.5
17.5
89
11
Vienna
69 . 5
50.5
67
35
90
10
95
7
82.5
17.5
39
11
Virs
ia.
72 . o
27.0
70
50
71
29
1 • *-»
52.
90
10
97
5
85
15
88
12
Aver
.
of
Ro 1 s
;6 .
4
)1.1
.9
10
4.1

Ta'ble No. 8. sliowes the relative yield of tops and. roots
expressed in percentages of tiie wiiole. Tlie average percentages
of the roots from the untreated soils stand in the following
order: Alfalfa 31.1; cowpeas 15.3; red clover 11.0; so -'''beans
10,0; and vetch 4.1. The lar.'j-est per cent of roots in any case
was for alfalfa on the Cutler soil v/ith 35 l/2 ^, and the smal-
lest per cent wa,s for vetch on the Odin and Virginia soils v/ith
only 3/^. The average per centsfor all the legumes on different
soils arranged in order stand as follows: Vienna 15, 7;^; Cutler
lb ,4:%] Odin 14. 5;^; Virginia 14. 0;^, and Antioch 12.4/>. The gen-
eral average v/as 14,4,^, The poorer soils gave the larger per-
centage of roots in eech case. The average for the three s.oils
Cutler, Odin, and "''ienna was 15.2,'., while the average for Anti-
och an.l Virginia was only 13.2/-.
In the case of the alfalfa pots, the relative yield of
roots to tops v/as siiallest on the heated soils. I'either did
the application of mineral fertilizers increase the proportion
of roots to an2-^ extent. The average percent of roots for the
heated soils was 26.4, while for the untreated soils it was
31.1. For the phosphorus treatment the percent was 28.9, and
for the phosphorus and potassium treatment it v/as 31.4. The
soils poorest in nitrogen, here again, gave the largest per cent
of roots to tops, the average for the Cutler, Odin, and Vienna
soils being for the heated soils 26 l/2/o against 26 l/4 for
the average of the Antioch and Virginia soils. The same soils
on the untreated pots gave as an average 33.2/'/ aguinst 28;o for

Percent of l^itrogen in Tops and Roots.
TalDle I'o .9 .> Expressed in terras of clir-dry matter
.
ITame of
Crop
.
Pot
' ,
Treat-
ment ,
Ant ioch
T
Cutler Od in "Vienna Virgin-
ia
Aver
,
/o .
Alfalfa,
tops .
Alfalfa,
roots.
1
M
-eated
II
3.35
2.56
3 .43
2 .20
3.54
1.93
3 .12
1.94
3 .36
2.10
Alfalfa,
tODS
.
Alfalfa,
roots.
6
ti
Bac .
II
3.43
2.29
3.54
2.42
3 .27
2.31
3.51
2.39
3.50
2.62
3.45
2.41
Alf y.lfa,
tops
.
Alfalf c;.,
roots
.
7
ti
P Sac
.
II
3.39
2.70
3.30
2.41
3.50
2.37
3.58
2.37
3' 35
•
2.62
3.42
2.49
Alfalfa,
tops
,
Alfalfa,
roots
8
II
P K Bac.
11
1
3.38
2.71
3.33
2.67
3.31
2.52
3 .57
2.48-
3.46
2.72
3.41
2.62
So vlDeans
,
tops .
So /beans
roo^.s
2
II
Bac
.
11
2.61
1.17
2.61
1.32
2.97
1.42
3.01
1.53
2 .43
1.12
2.73
1.31
Vetch,
tops
Vetch,
roots
3
II
Bac .
It
2.99
2.63
2 .49
2.27
2.42
2.68
2. ^'2
2 .29
2.55
2.74
2.57
2.52
Coivpeas
tops
Cowpeas
roots
4 Bac .
11
2.15
1
1.21
2.42
1.74
2.12
1.18
2 .34
1.47
2.17
1.44
2.24
1.41
Red Clover,
tops
Red Clovei',
roots . II
Bac .
II
'2.43
2.46
2.47
2.11
2 .30
2.23
2.45
2 .22
2.56
2.60
2.44
2.32

the others; for the phosphorus treatment they gave 29 ,8fo against
27.5, a.nd for the phosphorus and potassium treatment they gave
32.7^ against 29. 5,^^^ for the other soils. The hi'^hest yield of
roots to tops on the alfalfa series was for the phosphorus and
potassium treatment on the Odin soil with 36^o, and the lowest
v/as for the heated Odin soil with only 20^.
Table lTo.9. shows the percentages of nitrogen in the tops
and roots of the legumes grown on the different tjT^es of soil
and under different treatments. On the alfalfa series, the per-
cents of nitrogen for both the tops and roots on the different
soils, and on the same soil, hut under different treatments,
vary but little. The nitrogen content of the plants grown on
the poorer soils was just about as high as it v/as in the case
of the more fertile soils. The application of mineral fertil-
izers did not increase the per cent of nitrogen in the tops any,
and only slightly in the roots. The average per cent of nitro-
gen for the heated soils was 3.36 for the tops and 2.16 for the
roots. jPor the unAeated soils, it v/as 3.45 for the tops and
2,41 for the rootL'. For the phosphorus treated soils, the tops
contained 3,42/b of nitro-en and the roots 2.49,^^'. For the phos-
phorus and potassium treated soils, the per cent of nitrogen in
the tops v/as 3.41 and in the roots it was 2.62. The average
per cent of nitrogen for all treatments of the same soil was for
Antioch, tops 3.39, roots 2.56. ?or the Cutler soil, tops 3.39,
roots 2.50. 'For the Odin soil, tops 3.38, roots 2.35. For Vien-
na soil, tops 3.55, roots 2.29. For the virtinia soil, tops 3.36,

The variati'" )! in the nitrogen conr.ent of the scirbeans , on
the different soils v/as soi-aev/hat greater than in th.e case of the
alfalfa. Por the tops the variation was from 2.4:^/o on the
Virginia sril to '6.01/i on the Vienna s'"il. The average for all
the soils was 2.7.j/.. For the roots, the nitrogen varied fron
1.12^0 on the Virginia soil to 1.55^3 on the Vienna, soil, v/ith
an average of l.ol^i. The variation in the nitrogen content of
the vetch was also greater than in the case of the alfalfa.
The nitrogen in t>ie tops varied from 2.42/^ on the Odin and
Vienna soils to 2.99/o on the Antioch soil, with an average of
2.57;.. Tlie nitrogen in t}ie roots varied from on the Cut-
ler soil to 2.74/"^^ on the Virginia soil v.dth an average of 2.52/o.
The nitrogen in th.e tops of the cowpeas varied lout little-from
2.12/0 on the Odin soil to 2.42^^ on the Cutler soil, tlie average
oeing 2.i':,4;'6. The nitrogen content of the roots varied from
1.1&^ on tlie Odin soil to 1.74/o on the Cutler soil, the average
"being 1.41/j. For the red clover tops the nitrogen content was
very constant, varying only from 2.o0/j on the Odin soil to 2.dG/o
on the Virginia soil, v;ith an average of 2.44/'o. The nitrogen
in the roots was not quite so constant, var^z-inc- from 2.11/j on
the Cutler soil to 2.60)1 on the Virginia soil, u-.e average "being
The legumes stand in tlie following order as to the per cent
of nitrogen in their tops-alfalfa, o.45; scyheans , 2 . 7.o
;
vetch,
2.57; red clo^^er , 2 . 44 ; cov/peas, 2.24. For the roots, tlie order
is vetch, 2. 52; alfalfa, 2.41; red clovei", 2.32; cowpeas, 1.41;

soybeans, 1.51. The nitrof,en content of the tops was usually
considera>0 y hi^rrher than that of the re ts. In the case of the
alfalfa, x,.ie content of nitrogen in the roots v/as 70/- of that
in tiie tops. 5'or the soybeans it v/as 48/^; for the vetch, 9&/o;
for tlie cov/peas, 63/a, and frr the red clever the nitrogen con-
tent of tlie roots was 95/. of that in tlie tops. In the cases
of the vetch and red clever, tlie per cent of nitrogen in the
roots was actually higher in se-'^eral instances than it v/as in
the t"-ps
,
najiel^A, on the Odin and Virginia soils in the case
of the vetc/i, and on the Antioch and Virginia soils in case of
the red clover. ^.H-iile the per cent of nitrogen in the roots is
usually cpj, ii:s high, often almost as high as it is in the tops,
yet the actual amount of nitrogen in th^e roots as compared to
that in the tops is very much smaller.
Tahle ITo . 10 sliov^'s the amount of nitrogen found in the
tops and roots of eacli of t}te legumes grown on each of the soils
expressed, in grams of nitrogen per pot. Ly examining tl-iis
table it is seen that for the untreated soils, tlie roo clover
gives t>!e lar'-est amount of nitrogen for the tops in every case
l")ut one, and that in tlie case of the Antioch soil v;liere the
alfalfa gave the laryest amount. ITor the roots, the alfaJ^l:-
yields very much greater amounts. Comparing the amou.nts Toy
soils, the Antioch soil leads in the case of every legume. The
otlier soi"'s stand in ahout the order of their nitrogen content,
namely, Virginia, Odin, Vienna, Cutler.
If vie compare the amounts of nitrogen in the tops and
roots of the various legumes l)y soils, v;e have the tops standing

ITitrogin in Tops and Roots, Expressed in Grams per Pot.
Table Ho. 10.
1
ITame
'
of Crop.
i
Pot
i
Treat-
ment .
: 1
Antioch Cutler Odin Vienna Virginia
All all a
,
t
tops 1 Heated 3 .53 1.92 1.63 2.13
Alfalfa,
roots
.
n
1
II 0.39 0.32 0.44 0.51
Alfalfa
total. ti 11
1
4 .42 2 .24 2.07 2.64
Alfalfa,
tops
.
6 ^ac . 3.06 1.07 1.26 L.18 2.22
Alfalfa,
roots II II 0.70 0.40 0.39 0.40 0.71
Alfalfa,
total
.
fi 3.76 1.47 1.65 1.53 2.93
Alfalfa,
2.70tops. i 7 P Bac
.
3.77 1.34 2.61 2 .10
Alfaf la,
0.66 0.86Jroots II 11 1.06 0.47 0.61
Alfalfa, 1
1.81 3.56total It It 4 .83 3 .27 2.76
All all a
tops 8 P K Eac '4.48 1.30 2.30 2.26 2.54
Alfalfa,
roots
,
It II 1.30 0.44 0.98 0.78 0.96
Alfalfa,
total II II 5 .78 1.74 3.28 5 .04 3 .50
Soybeans
tops . 2 Bac • 2 .2/6 1.;..'5 1.C3 1.39 1.71
Soybeans
roots It 11 0.09 0.08 .08 .07 lO .09
Soybeans
,
total II II 2.32 1.33 1.71 1,46 1.80
tops 3 Bac. • 1.80 0.70 0.75 0.67 1.71
Vetch,
roots II II 0.08 0.02 0.025 0.04 0.07
Vetcli, i
total. II II 1.88 0.72 0.775
I
1
(3.71 1.78
1

Table ITo.lO.( C on ^
)
Name
of Crop.
Pot
No.
—
— —- ' - -
Treat-
ment .
1
Ant iocxi
-——~—
Cutler Odin
_ _.
Vienna Virginiaj
Cowpeas
,
tops . 4 Bac . 2 .42 1.19 1.07 0.89 1.89
Cowpeas
roots • II II fi 1 ^\j • ±<j nil 0.22
Cowpeas
total. II II 2,65 1.34 1.19 1.00 2.11
Red Clover,
tops
.
5 Bac . 3 .02 1.76 1.32 1.66 2.84
Red Clover,
roots
.
II II 0.29 .20 0.23 0.19 0.41
Red Clover,
total II II 3.31 1.96 2.05 1.85 3.25
j
Rank of Soils as to Nitrogen Content and Total Yield.
Ta'ble ITo.ll.
Pot
No.
Treat- .
ment
.
Antioch Cutler; Odin Vienna
i
Virginia
Nitrogen 1
rank. 6 Bac . 1 5 3 4 2
Total Yield
rank II II 1 5 3 4 2
Nitrogen
rank 7 P Bac . 1 5 3 4 2
Total Yield
rank. II If 1 5 3 4 2
Nitrogen
rank. 8 ? K Bac 1 5 3 4 2
Total Yield
rank. II II 1 5 3 4 2
Nitrogen
rank 2 Bac . 1 5 3 4 2
Total Yield
rank. It 11 1 4 3 5 2
Nitrogen
rank
.
3 'Bac . 1 4 3 5
2
Total Yield
rank. II II 2 5 3 4
1

Rank of Soils as to Nitrogen Content and Total Yield.
TalDle Ho. 11. (Con,
)
Pot
Ho.
Treat-
ment .
1
Ant ioch
•
1
Cutler (M in Vienna VirginiaJ
nitrogen
rank. 4 Bac . 1 3 4 5 2
Total Yield
rank. fi ti 1 4 3 5 2
Nitrogen
rank
.
5 Bac . 1 4 3 5 2
Total Yield
rank. It It 1 4 3 5 2

in this order , -Ant iocli soil- alfalfa, red clover, cowpeas, soy-
"beans, vetch; Cutler soil-red clover, soybeans, c owpe as , alfalfa
,
vetch; Odin soil- red clover, soybeans, alfalfa, cowpeas
,
vetch;
""ienna soil- red clover, soybeans, alfalfa, cov/peas, vetch;
Virginia soil-red clover, alfalfa, cowpeas, soybeans and vetch
tied. The roots stand in the same order for all the soils,
viz., alfalfa, red clover, cowpeas, soybeans, and veto
The treatments given the soils in the case of the alfalfa
series, greatly increased the amount of nitrogen removed- by the
tops and roots, not by increasing the per cent of nitrogen in
the tops and roots, but by .increasing the yield of them. The
average amount of nitrogen removed by the tops of tlie alfalfa
on fie heated 'soils was 16% greater than it was in the case of
the untreated soils, ^''or the roots, however, it was 2/o less.
V/here phosphorus was applied the tops removed 30%, and the
roots, 29^ more nitrogen than was removed by the tops and roots
from the untreated soils. V/here both phosphorus and potassium
were applied the tops and roots removed from the soils an aver-
age of 32/c and 42/c more nitrogen respectively than v/as removed
by the tops and roots from the untreated soils. The potassium
alone, increased the am.ount of nitrogen remoired by the tops
only 2/^, while it increased the amount removed by the roots 13/=.
Table 1mo.12. shows the amount of nitrogen in pounds per acre
contained in the tops and roots of the different legumes. Prom
this table it is seen that larc^e amounts of nitrogen are secured
by these plants. In the case of the alfalfa on the untreated

l^Titrogen in Tops and Roots, i^lxpressed in Pounds per Acre.
TalDle Xo.12.
Ill -1
Kind of Pot Treat- Ant ioch
r
—-
-
Cutler
1
Od in Vienna Virginia
Legume
.
No
.
ment .
Alrali a
,
' ' ' '
j
tops
.
1 Heated 564 .8 307.7 260.2 340.6
Alfalfa,
roots. II ti 142 .6 51.2 69 .8 81.3
Alfalfa,
total. ti It 707 .4 358 .9 330 .0 421.9
Alfalfa,
tops. 6 ^'ac . 490.1 171.3 202 .1 188.3 355 .7
Alfalfa,
roots
.
It ti 111.7 63 .5 63 .0 63 .8 113.4
Alfalfa,
total It II 601.8 235 ,3 265 .1 252 .1 469 .1
Alfalfa,
tops. 7 P Sac . 602 .6 215 .0 417 .1 342 .2 431.7
: Alfalfa,
roots. It II 169 .9 74 .7 106 .1 98.1 137 .4
Alfalfa,
total II It 772.5 289 .7 523 .2 440.3 569 .1
1;
1'Alfalfa,
' tops. 8 P K Bac717 .4 207 .4 367 .7 361.9 407 .0
[Alfalfa,
roots. It It 208.3 71.0 156 .0 125 .4 153 .3
Alfalfa,
total
,
II It 925.7 278.4 523 .7 487 .3 560.3
f Soybeans
tops
.
2 Bac . 357 .1 200.3 261.3 221.9 273 .8
Soybeans
roots It It 15 .0 12.2 13.0 11.2 14 .2
Soybeans
total
.
It II 372.1 212.5 274 .3 233.1 288.0
Vetcn,
tops
. 3 Bac . 288.0 111.4 120 .2 107 .8 273.1
VetC'i,
roots. It It 12.2 2.7 3.8 5.9 10.4
Vetch.,
total
|l
II It
1
300.2 114.1 124 .0 113.7 283 .5

1^
Xitrog-en in Tops and Roots, Expressed in Pounds per Acre,
[Ta'ble ITo .12 . (Cont .
)
Kind of
I Legume
.
Pot
ITo.
Cov/peas,
tops
.
Cowpeas
,
roots .
iCowpeas
total.
Red Clover,
to ps
'Red clover,
roots .
Red Clover,
total
.
Treat-
ment .
Antioch Cutler Odin
Bac
Bac
386 .6
36.2
422.3
482.7
47 .0
529 .7
'Vienna ' Virginia
190.9
24.8
215.7
281.9
31.7
313,6
170.9
19 .0
189 ,9
291,2
36.3
327 .5
142.1
17 .9
160.0
265.1
29 .8
294 ,9
303 .2
35 .5
338.7
454 .4
65.1
519 .5

soils there were 600 lb. per acre removed from the Antioch soil
and 26f5 lb. per acre removed from the Odin soil. Where phos-
phorus was applied, the alfalfa took up 772 Ih . of nitrogen per
acre on the Antioch soil and 523 lb. on the Odin soil. Here
we have an increase of 172 lb. and 253 lb. of nitrogen per acre,
respectively, due to the ap";:licat ion of phosphorus. V/liere po-
tassium v/as applied with t:ie phosphorus, the amount of nitrogen
taken up on the Antioch soil reached the enormous quantity of
925 lb. per acre. There was no increase in the araount taken
up on the Odin soil. The alfalfa took up proportionately large
amounts on the ot/ier soils.
The amount of nitrogen taken up by trie ot/ier legumes was
considerably less than that taken up by the alfalfa, yet, in
many instances, it v/as very large. The soybeans took up on
the Antioch soil r572 lb. and from the Odin soil 274 lb. of nitro-
gen per acre. The vetch on these sam.e soils, 300 lb. and 124
lb. per acre respectively; vmile tne cov/peas took up 423 lb.
and 190 lb. per acre respectively^, and the red clover 530 lb.
and 327 lb. per acre respectively.
It is intiiresting to note the amount of nitrogen contained
in the roots of the legumes . The roots of the alfalfa con-
tained far more nitrogen than the roots of any o'' the other le-
gumes. On the untreated soils, the alfalfa roots contained
111 lb. per acre from the A.itioch soil and63 lb. from t'ae Odin
soil. The soybean roots removed from these same soils 15 and
13 lb. per acre respectively; the vetch roots removed only 12

and 4 1^ . per acre respectively; the cowpea roots removed 36
and 19 lb. per acre respec t iveljr, and the red clover roots re-
moved 47 and 36 lb. of nitrof^en per acre respectively from the
Antioch and Odin soils. In t.^e case of eArery soil, the lerrujnes
stand in the following; order as regards the amount of nitrO;-^en
removed from the soil hy their roots:- alfalfa, red clover, cow-
peas, soyhears, and vetch.
Tahle i'o. 13. shows the relative amounts of nitrogen in
the tops and roots expressed in percentap'es of the whole. In
the case of the Antioch soil, 19% of the total amount of ni-
trogen removed from the soil hy the alfalfa, was in the roots,
while in the case of the Odin soil, 24..-. was in t e roots. The
average amount of nitrc^en removed in the roots for all the
soils was 23.3^0 of the v/hole amount removed. In the case of
the soybeans on the Antioch soil, only 4^o of the total nitro-
gen was in the roots, and on the Odin soil, only 5/u, the aver-
age for all the soils being 5^o. The amount reaoved by tlie roots
of tne vetch from the Antioch and Odin soils was 4 and 3/c re-
spectively of the total amount, the average for all the soils
being 3.7/2.. The cov/pea roots rem.oved from the Antioch and Odin
soils 9 and lO'p respectively of the total nitrof^ren removed, v/ith
an a.verage of all the soils of 10 Afo , The roots of the red
clover contained 9 and !!> respectively of the total nitrogen
removed from the Antioch and Odin soils, the average for all
the soils being 10.5/y. The roots of the alfalfa on the Cutler

mm
1
Relat ive Amount of Nitrogen in Tops and Roots •
TaMe Mo. 13. Expressed in percentages of the whole
.
^
Pot
1 Aver
.
Kind of T r p n t - An ^ 1 OP '1 Cuti er Od in 1 V i (=> n na Virginr of
Tip c^i ]?"iip 'n Q + ia
.
K 1 r,
.
A.lfall a
,
1
I
1
1
tops
.
1 Heated . 80 86 79 81
Alfalfa
Tonf^ II II 14 21 19 18 .5
"Alfalfa,
1
tops 6 T^ac . 81 73 76 75 76
Alfalfa
II II on 24 25 24 23 .8
Alfalfa,
tops 7- P P>C.C. 78 74 80 78 76
Alfa1 f
a
11 II o o 20 22 24 1
1
22 -8
Alfalfa,
tops 8 P K Bac 77 .5 74 .5 70 74 73
Alf al-'a
TH n II II
<i<c . 30 26 ?7
Soybeans
,
tops
.
2 Bac . 96 94 95 95 95
Rn yrYsp p ti
' n o "h ^ II II A o 5 5 R
Vetch,
tops 3 Bac . 96 97 .5 97 95 96
Vetch,
roots II II 4 2.5 3 5 A
Cov/peas
,
tops 4 Bac . 91 88.5 90 89 89.5
Covvpeas
1
roots 11 II 9 ,11.5 10 ill 10.5 10.4
Red Clover,
lotops . 5 Bac . 91 Ov 87.5
Red Clover,
roots
.
II II 9 10 11
1
10
i
i
i
12.5 10.5

Ic'
Relati""-p Value of t''- .e Legumes for the I^itrogen in the Tops and Roots
Ta^le '"0.14. Referred to red clover as a standard with a val. of 100
Legume
Parts
of
Plants
.
Antioch
|
Cutler
!
Odm
1
Vienna ^ Virginia
Red Clover Tops . 100 100
!
100 ' 100 100
If Roots
.
100 100 100 100 100
II i tal 100 100 100 100 100
Cowpeas 1 Tops.
'
80 68 59 54 67
Roots
.
79 75 1 52 58 54
II Total. SO 68 58 J4 o
SoylDeans Tops . 74 71 90 84 60
Roots. 31 40 35 37 22
II Total 70 68 83 /y 55
Vetch X ops . 60 40 41 40 60
II Roots 28 10 11 21 17
II Total
.
57
1
38 ' 38 55
Alfalfa Tops
.
101 61 69 71 78
II Roots . 242 200 170 211 173
It Total. 114 75 80 85 90

soil con-tained 27'.' of all tlie nitrof'en removed from that soil,
while the roots of ':'he vetch on the same soil contained only
2.5/-' of t -e total nitrop^en removed.
The application of mineral fertili/.ers had very little
effect on tie relative amounts of nitro-en in tops and roots.
"Where phosphorus alone v/as aipplied, the roots contained on an
average for all soils 22.3;o of the total nitrogen against 23.8^
for the untreated soils. ¥here hoth phosphorus and potassium
were applied, the roots contained 26.2/'" of the nitrogen against
23.8^o for the untreated soils.
It has already heen seen that the roots of tlie legumes
under discussion contain considerahle amounts of nitrogen.
"Wlien ti.ese roots decay in the ground tlie nitrogen gradually
"becomes available and may he used hy the plants which follow.
In this wa;, the roots "become of im.portance as green manure.
Since this nitrogen is partly, at least, ohtained from the at-
mosphere, it may he considered as an actual a.dditicn to the sup -
ply already in the soil, and, as such, has a money value. If
v/e measure its value in terms of the number of hushels of corn
that it will produce or in terms of tons of manure that it is
equiva,lent to, v/e can more easily form an idea of its im.portanca.
Taking only the untreated soils for comparison, we see from
Tahle ji0.15. that the alfalfa roots from, the Antioch and Vir-
ginia soils contain as m.uch nitrogen per acre as is found in
11 tons of ordinary harnyard manure, v/hile ti;e roots from each
of the Cutler, Odin, and t^ienna soils contain as much nitrogen
per a,cre as is found in 6 tons of manure. The soybean roots are

Value of the Roots as Nitrogenous Fertilizers,
Expressed in Tons of Iianure per acre.
Table ITo . 15 . The nitrogen content of manure taken as 10 _Tq_. p er to n.
Kind of
Legunie .
Pot
J'' .
Treat-l^
ment . |
Lntioch CSutler Odin Vienna Virginia
Alfalfa, lb .
nitrogen
Manure , equiv
.
in tons
1 Heated 142.6
14 .26
1
51.2
5 . 12
1
69.8
I
6 .98
81.3
8.13
Alfalfa, lb .
nitrogen
TTanure
,
equiv
in tons
6 "?ac . 111.7
11.17
63.5
6 .35 '
1
63.0
6.30
63 .8
6 .38
113.4
11.34
Alfalfa, lb
.
nitrogen
Manure , equiv
in tons
7 P Bac . 169.9
16 .99
1
74 .7
7 .47
106.1
10.61
,
98 .1
9 .81
137 .4
13.74
Alfalfa, lb.
nit^'ogen
Iv'i'anure
,
equiv
in tons
8 PK Bac . 208 .3
!
20 .83
71.0
7 .10
156 .0
15.60
125 .4
12.54
153 .3
15.33
Soybean, lb
.
nitrogen
Manure , equiv
in tons
2 Bac . 15.0
1.50
12.2
1.22
13.0
1.30
11.2
1.12
14.2
1.42
Vetch, lb
.
nitrogen
I'lanure
,
equiv.
in tons
3 II 12.2
1.22
2.7
0.27
3.8
0.38
5 .9
.59
10.4
1.04
Covrpeas , lb .
n X 1/r g en
i Tanure
,
equiv
.
in tons
4 36 ,2
3 .62
24 ,
3
2.48
1
ly .0
1.90
TP) d17 .y
1.79
1
35.0
3.55
Red Clover, lb
nitrogen
'anure
,
equiv
.
in tons .
.
5 47.0
4 .70
i
31.7
3 .17
36.3
3 .63
29 .8
2.98
65 .1
6 .51

much less valuable than the roots of the alfalfa, still they
contain c onsideral'le quantities of nitrop:,en. The soyhean roots
on the Antioch and Vii-pinici soils contair nitron:en per acre
equivalint to 1.5 tons of manure, while on the Cutler, Odin,
and Vienna soils respec t ivelj--, they contain nitrogen equivalent
to 1.2.'^ tons of manure. The vetch roots are of still less iir:-
portance. On the Antioch and Virginia soils they contain only
as much nitrogen r?er 3cre a,s is conta.ined in a>>out 1 ton of
manure, and for the other soils they are equivalent to only
ahout .5 ton of manure. The roots per acre of the covv^Deas on
the Antioch a-':d Virginia soils a.re equivalent to about 3.5 tons
of manure, and for the ot-er soils they are equivalent to about
2 tons of manure. The roots of the red clover on the Antioch
and Virginia soils are equivalent to 4.7 5 and 6.5 tons of ma-
nure respectively, while for the other soils they are equiva-
lent to about 3 tons of manure for each soil. If we measure
the value of the roots in tenuis of bushels of corn, the alfalfa
roots on the Antioch a :d Virr^inia soils contain sufficient
nitrogen per acre to produce more than 100 bushels, while the
roots per acre on the Cutler, Odin, and Vienna soils contain
sufficient nitrogen to produce about 65 bushels. The nitrogen
per acre in the roots of the Soybeans v;ill produce only about
15 bushels of corn on the Aitioch and Virp:inia soils, a.nd
about 12 bushels on each of the other three soils. Tlie nitro-
gen per acre in the vetch roots is less still, and is equiv-
alent to t;.at contained in a'".;out 10 bushels of corn for the

Antiocli and Virginia soils, and to less than that in 5 bushels
for the other soils. For the Antioch and Virginia soils, the
cowpei roots contain enough nitrogen per acre to produce 35 bu-
shels of corn. On the Cutler, Odin, and Vienna soils triere is
sufficient nitrogen per acre to produce about 20 bushels. The
roots of the red clover on tlie Antioch soil contain enough ni-
trogen per acre to produce about 50 bushels of corn. On the
Virginia soil there was enough nitrogen to produce 6r, bushels,
and for each of t'le other soils there was enough for about 30
bus}iels ,
Besides supplying nitrogen to t : e soil, the roots of the
legumes have anot er yery important function, the adding of
organic matter or humus to the soil, a function v/hich is proba-
bly as important as the supplying of nitrogen. There is still
another important function which the roots of legutne perform,
especially on certain soils, v/hich will be discussed later.
Table !:o. 16., shows tr.e value of the roots of tue legumes
as organic matter expressed in tons of manure. It is seen here
tnat the roots of alfalfa per acre on the /uitioch and Virginia
soils will furnish as much organic matter to the soils as v/ill
9 tons of average barnyard manure. The roots from the Cutler,
Odin, a,nd Vienna, soils will furnish as much per acre as 5.5
tons of manure. The roots of the soybeans on the Antioch and
Virginia soils are equivalent to about 2.5 tons of manure, and
on the other soils to about 1.75 tons. The value of f • e roots
of vetch for furnishing organic matter to the soil was very

Value of Roots as Organic Matter,
Expressed in Tons of Manure.
Table lio .16 . —IHB, 1 1 e I' of manure taken at 25^a of tlie whole .
Kind of
Lesume
.
Pot
ITo.
Treat-
ment .
Antioch
[
Cutler
1
Odin Vienna '.'irginia
Alfalfa
Eoots, Tons.
Manure
,
Ton <=;
1
II
Heated
II
2.78
11.13
1.16
4.65
1.81
7 .22
2.10
8 .38
Alfalfa
Roots, Tons.
Manure
Tons
.
/•
'J
It
P^ac .
II
2.44
9 .76
1.32
5 .26
1.37
5 .46
1.34
5.35
2.17
8.66
Alfalfa
,
Roots, Tons.
Manure
Tons
7
II
P P.ac .
It
3.15
12 .58
1.55
6 .20
2.24
8.9 5
2.07
8.2B
2,62
10.49
Alfalfa
Roots, Tons.
Manure
Tnn «=?
8
If
PKBac .
It
3 .34
15.38
1.32
5.30
3 . 10
12.38
2.53
10 . 12
2.82
11.27
Soybeans
Roots, Tons.
Manure
Tons
2
II
Bac .
It
0.65
2.58
0.46
1.85
.46
1 .84
0.37
1.48
0.64
2 .56
Vetch
Roots, Tons.
Manure
Tons
3
It
Bac .
ti
0.23
0.93
0.06
0.25
0.07
0.30
0.13
0.52
.19
0.77
Cov/pea
Roots, Tons.
Manure
Tons.
4.
11
Bac ,
It
1.50
5.98
0.71
2 .85
.81
3 .24
0.61
2.45
1 .23
4 .94
Red Clover
Roots, Tons.
Manure
Tons
5
II
Bac .
II
0.96
3 .83
0.75
3 .00
0.62
3 .26
0.67
2.69
1.25
5 .02

much less than for an*-" of tlie other legumes. I?or the Antioch
and A^'irginia soils they £ re equivalent to less than a ton of
manure, a.nd for the other soils, less than ci half-ton. The
covv^Dea roots '.'or the Antiocli soil £ire equi^'"alent to 6 tons of
manure; on the Virrrinia soil tiiey are equivalerit to 5 tons; on
the Cutler and Odin soils to ahout 3 tons, &.nd on the Vienna
soil to alDOut 2.5 tons. The red clover roots are equal in
value to about 5 tons for the Vir-inia soil, and to about 4 tons
for the Antioch soil, andto about 3 tons for the Cutler, Odin,
and Vienna soils respectively.
V/here the soils were treated with the mineral fertilizers,
the value of the roots v/as gre&^tly incree,sed. Y/liere the nitro-
gen in the roots of the alfalfa was sufficient to produce 63
bushels of corn on the untreated Odin soil, it v/as sufficient
to produce 106 bushels on the same soil tre&.ted v/ith phosphorus,
and 156 busliels on the soil trea.ted with phosphorus and potas-
^;ium. The otlier soils ?Tive similar results.
The roots of the ler-umes in decaying perform a tv/o-fold
function- they affect the soil chemically and physically.
Chemically speaking the roots add nitrogen directly to the soil,
and affect the phosphorus and potassium content indirectly. The
nitrogen is obtained directly- from the atm.osphere through the
simbiotic action of the root-bacteria.. V/hen the roots deca^T-
this nitrcgen^"oes to increase the supply alreadj^ existing in
the soil. The roots do not m.alce any rea,l addition of phosphor-
us or potassium to t:.ie soil, but change the form of that already

present. Most of tlie phosphorus and potassii^xi in the soil ex-
ists in a form l:ut slightly soluhle. Often therefroe, the
plant is unahle to oh tain them in sufficient quantities for the
most perfect developraent . In the decaying roots they are in a
more easily available form for the use of the growinp; plants.
Lef^umes heinpr deep rooters perform another im.portant func-
tion in hrinr^inf;' phosphorus and potassium, up from, the lower
layers of the soil to the surface Y^^here they v;ill he more avail-
a.hle to tjie shcillow rooting crops v/hich follow. This is an
especially im.portant function on soils in v/hich larp:e stores of
these mineral elements are present in the lower layers, hut
comparatively scarce in the surface layers. This is true of
many soils in this state, especially'' as to the potassium, content
of the lower Illinois Glaciation.
Peside the heneficial effects derived from, the roots of
legumes mentioned ahove, they have an indirect chemical value.
In the decay of vegetahle matter, acids are formed as one of the
products. These acids in their reactions with the soil compounds
attach and decompose the insoluhle particles of minerals and
rocks of which the soil is composed. Carhon dioxide is also
given off as one of the products of decay. This is ahsorbed "by
the soil water and greatly increases its power of dissolving
the rochs and minerals.
The Aralue of a green manure from, a physical standpoint is
no less important than from, a chem.ical. The deeply penetrating
roots of the legumes upon decaying leave channels in the hard

subsoil v;liich allow the air and v/ater to circulate nore free-
ly, thus warmin';^ up the soil and ma^'ing it more hahita.hle for
the nitrifyin.^ and other oacteria v/hich liA^-e in the soil. The
texture of tlie soil is also iinproved "oy the adc ition of hurnus,
and its power to alosorh and retain moisture is increased. It
makes a clay soil por%s and crumbly when dry and less stiff
when v/et. It prevents evaporation and puddling, allows a freer
circulation of air, makes it more pervious to water, thus ac-
celerating the drainap:e in wet weather and favoring the upward
capillary m.ovement of the v/ater in dry seasons. In sa,ndy soils
the humus also acts beneficially, but in the opposite direction
It malces the sand more retentive of water, m.ore coherent, and
lessens tlie tendency to leaching.
Ilumus, then, becom.es of very great importance to tlie farm*^
er in tlie successful growing of crops. Plant food nay be sup-
plied in the greatest abundance, but unless humus is supplied
along with it the soil cannot be expected to give the best
results
.
In discussing the relative value of the various legumies as
green manure crops, it m.ust be borne in mind that alfalfa is
not employed usually in the general rotation or as a catch crop
The tops are rich in nitrogen, and are hea^vy yielders, and
would furnish large amounts of valuable manure if plov/ed under.
The roots are also valuable, not only because of the large
amoujit of nitrogen and organic matter which they add tothe
soil, but also because of the deep rooting habit which they

have. The soil must oe left in a far oetter physical condition
after having a good growth of alfalfa roots plov/ed up. This
,
hov/ever, cannot h ippen very often.
As to the other le-mnes , the red clover gave the largest
j'-ield of tops and largest total yield on every soil, a.nd the
largest yield of roots in every case hut one, namely, the cov/-
peas on the Antioch soil. The coTirpeas gave a larger yield of
tops and a larger total yield than the soybeans on every soil
except the Odin and Vienna types, and a larger yield of roots
on every soil. The soyheans gave a larger yield of tops, of
roots, a,nd of total than the vetch on every soil. The vetch
yielded poorest on every soil. It, however, gave a fair yield
of tops, hut the yield of roots was insignificant.
There can he no doubt that red clover, v/here it succeeds
well, as it does on t>ie Antioch and Virginia soils, is a more
satisfactory legume to use in the rotation than cowpeas or soy-
heans. It can he soY/n with the oats or wheat, then used either
as a permanent part of the rotation or as a catch crop. If
allowed to stand over the follovying year, a crop of hay and a
crop of seed can he cut, and the after growth, together v/ith
the roots, can he plov/ed under late in the fall or the next
spring as green manure for the corn crop. If used as a catch
crop, it has nearly a years -rov/th to plow under as green ma-
nure. It is very douhtful if clover can "be used to good advan-
tage as a catch crop sown after t>ie oats or wheat are harvested,
or in the corn w'.en it is laid hy. There is not time for it tc

make very muc}i grov/tli. li'or a catch crop of this kind, cov/peas
[
and soybeans, or even vetch should douhtlecs prove superior. 'j
On soils like the Cutler, Odin, and Vienia throes miere clo-
ver fails to do V. ell, at least while they are in their present
condition, the cov/pea or soyhean would undcuotedly proA'-e more
satisfactory, either as crops of the general rotation, or as
catch crops. There is no douot that either of these can he used
to good advantage when sovm after the v/heat is cut off or in tlie
corn. It is rather late to sov/ thera after the oats are harvest-
j
ed , They are killed hy the first heavy frost so must be sovm as
early as possible to derive the greatest good frord them. They
can he left on the ground over v/inter or plowed under late in !
the fall. Vetch might he made use of as a catch-crop on any of
the soils. It could he so"vinn v;ith or after the oats, after the
wheat, and in the corn v/hen it is laid by, and left until the
following spring. Hot being easily affected by the cold, it
grows late into the winter and starts up early in the spring.
Used thus it should malce a large amount of material to plow under
for the corn crop. 7or t/ie Cutler, Odin, ' ienna, and similar
jj
soils there is probably no lep-ume bette:- suited for either the
general rotation or ar, a cotc"i-crop than the cowpea or soybean,
i
Each ha.s its good points to coLimend it and each has its advo-
||
Gates. For the production of seed the soybean is undoubtedly
|
superior to the cov/pea. On the Cutler, Odin, and Vienna soils,
the soybeans yielded seed at t ie rate of 35.5, 41, and 33.75 bu.
per acre respectively against a yield of 19, 3.25 and 2 ou . per
acre respec t ivel"^ for the co'vvrjeaG. ?or vin^.;;, jitner to make
^
'I

hay out of or to plow under as j^reen jncuiure the two are practi-
cally of equal value. The soyloeans yielded 3.8, 4,4, and 3.7
tons per acre respectively aj;^ainst a yield of 3.9, 4, and 3
tons per acre for the cowpeas. In the yield of roots, the cow-
peas v/ere superior in t-.e case of every soil, yielding 0.71,
0.81, and 0.61 tons per acre respectively against a yield of
0.46, 0.46, and 0.37 tons pe: acre for the soybeans. The aver-
age per cent of roots to tops on the three soils was 10 for t:ie
soyloeans and 16.66 for the cowpeas.
There is very little to choose "between the cov/peas and the
soy^beans so far as the feeding or fertilizing value of the hay
is concerned. The average per cent of nitrogen in the soybean
Insiy including the seed wus 2.3c against 2.29 for the cowpeas.
The roots of the cov/peas, on the other hand, not only yielded a
much greater amount of organic natter, "but it was slightly rich-
er in nitrogen than the roots of the soyheans.
Where it is pra,c ticahle to grov; it, there is no legume that
con taKe the place of or even approach red clover as a green
manure crop. It fits into tl-ie rotation "better, produces a larg-
er amount of tops and roots, adds more nitrogen to the soil at
a smaller expenditure of mone.y,than o,ny 0"^h2r legume. It can
safely oe said that v/here clover v/ill grov; successfully, farm-
ing is ea,sy.
After the legum.es were cut off and the roots removed the
soils were given the follov;ing treatments:
The numher one or heated soils were given no treatment. To the

numoer two, nurnlTer three, nunf^er four, unci nvmbcr five soils were
applied 20gms of air-sla':ed lime and 12 'v:as of steamed T-)one
meal per pot.' To tlie numlier six soils v/ere applied 20gms of
air-sla"'-ffd lime per pot. To tlie nuitfoer seven soils were applied
20gms of air-slaked lime and 9gms of steamed bone meal per pot,
6p;ms of acidulated 'cone meal per pot liaving been applied in the
spring of 1903. To the nmnner eight f^oils were applied 20gms of
air-slaked lime, 9-ms of steamed bone meal, and 3gms of potas-
sium sulphate per pot, 6gms of acidulated bone meal and Sgms of
potass / ^ ''aving been applied in the spring of 19,03. ITo nitro-
gen of any kind v/as applied to any of the soils.
The v;heat (h'innesota Spring) v^^?.•s sovm the 9th of February,
1904. After a time it was tninned to exactly 15 stalks per pot.
The pots v/ere all treated exactly alike at all times, giving
them the best care possible. The wheat grew rapidly from the
first, and continued in a thrifty condition throughout its
growth. The plants on the moinber eight soils grew off faster
and looked more thrifty for a considerable time than any of the
others, but finally the other fertilized wheat over-took them
and from then on looked fully as y. ell as they. The wheat on t]ie
number six or unfertilized soils was always considerably smaller
than that on the other soils. The wheat on the number one or
heated soils t.iade good .'^rowth from the first. It looked e ually
as well as that on most of the pots and considerably better than
that on the number six soils.
There was no ^rreater difference in the wheat on t^.e differ-
ent soils t-ian would be expected from the difference in the
composition of tlie soils.

No striking results were obtained from the yields of the v/heat.
Table 17, pages 51 and 52,shov/s tlie yield of ^rain and straw in
grams per pot; table 18,pa2f^ 53, gives fne ^'ield of grain and strav;
in bushels and tons per acre; table 19, page 54, shows the :ielG of
grain and s'raw in grams per pot as influenced by the treatment;
while table 20, page 55, sliov/s tlie average 2'isld of grain per head of
wheat, and the amount of strav; rerpiired to produce a unit weight of
grain
.
Examining table IQjpag'^ 54, for the yield after Alfalfa, on the
Antioch soil, the phosphorus appeared to benefit the cro_ slightly,
^
v/hile the -potassium seemed to be detrimental. The heated soil of the
Cutler series gave the highest yield, there being practically no dif-
ference between the other treatments. The large yield from the
heated soil in this case is probably due to the fact that no yield
was taken from this soil the previous year. On the Odin soil, the
phosphorus treatment increased tlie' yield about one t::ird, while the
ipotassiur. scarcely held its ovrn . On the "'.''ienna soil
,
phosphorus in-
creased the yield to a considerable extent, v/hile the pot--ssium
^! I
jproved detrimiental . On the "'•irginia soil, abou.t the same results
were obtained except that tiie potassium gave a slight increase.
Where the same mineral fertilizers were used, but different
legumes, nothing at all definite can be detected. In the case of
the Antioch soil, the v/heat following soybeans gave the largest ;;,''ield,
'with red clover a close second. On the Cutler soil, the vetch
.proved the most effective with cov;peas secon.d; on the Odin soil the
soybeans were first v;ith the vetch second; on the "'^ienna soil tlie
vetch was first with the soybeans second, v/hile on the '''irginia soil
the cov/peas gave the best results v/ith the vetch second. The fact
that the v/heat yielded so v/ell after the soybeans and the vetch may

be due to the lovi yields of these crops the year before.
Taking all the data into consideration there is no tiling to v/ar-
rant the drav.'ing of any conclusion excepting that phosphorus produced
a considerable increase in the yield.

.Table 17
Yield of T/heat, Grain and Straw, in Grams per Pot
V/e if^hts relat e to the a i r -dr state.
I'
Original 7.o.
of Stalks
No. of Stalks
Harvested
V/eight of
Grain
Weight of
Strav-
Total
Weight
Original ?Io
.
of Stalks
No. of Stalks
Harvested
Y/eight of
Grain
Vi^eight of
Straw
Total
'''''e ight
Original ?xo.
of Stalks
No. of Stalks
Harves ted
'''''eight of
!' Grain
,jWeight of
I
Strav/
Total
7/eight
II
Original ]-o.
of Stalks
||No. Oi' Stalks
Harvested
.V/eight of
Grain
V/eight of
Straw
Total
Wei.crht
1st
.
2nd
.
3rd
4 th.
Treat4A.ntioch
I
Cutler
ment .
Soil
Heated
Alfal-
fa.
I
Alfal-
fa .
LP
Alfc
fa.
LPK
Alfal-
fa.
15
33
1 G P
15
28
21.1
45.2
66.3
15
31
23. 6
55.5
80.1
15
27
17.7
46.1
63.8
Odin
34
17.0
55.1
72.1
15
25
15.5
31.2
46.7
15
o «
15.2
33.8
49.0
15
22
15 . 6
37.7
53.3
15
23
14.2
33.8
48.0
15
17
15. 7
30.1
45.8
15
27
22.6
45.1
67.7
15
32
21.6
51.8
73.4
Vienna
15
30
13.2
26.8
40.0
15
31
11.3
28.3
39.6
15
30
13.1
38.8
51.9
15
27
10.1
30.1
40. 2
' irr-ania
15
20
15.6
39.9
15
15
9.6
20.7
30.3
15
18
± .J , u
39.6
56.4
15
21
17.4
43.9

Yield of V/heat , Grain and Strav;, in Grains x)er Pot. (Con.)
Weights relate to the ai r-dry st a te
.
Treat-
LllrSlL I) ,
Ant ioch Cutler
. ^_ —
Odin '.''ienna "'''irginia
Original TIo
.
of Stalks 5 th. LP 15 15 15 15 15
No. of Stalks Red
Harvested tr Clover 3S 25 34 19 23
Weight of
Grain It 23. 5 15. o 20. o 10, 7 18. 6
v» e 1gn t 01
Strav; »t It 62. 1 32 7 43. 4 24. 2 40 A
Total
Weight It It 88. 6 48. 67. 3 34. 9 59..0
Original Ho.
•
of Stalks 3th
.
LP 15 15 15 15 15
No. of Stalks Cov;-
Harvested t» peas 33 23 29 20 32
Weight of
Grain t» tt 21. 1 17. o 18. p 11. 1 25. n
weignt 01
StravT ti tt 46..3 40. 9 33. 5 23. 4 59. o•J
Total
We ight II tt ^ 4 58, 5 52. 3 37. 5 85
.
Original TTo.
of Stalks 7th. LP 15 15 15 15 15
No. of Stalks Soy-
Harvested 1! beans 40 25 33 24 27
Weight of
Grain- If tt 27. o 17, 3 24. 15. 5 19.
Weight of
Strav/ It tt 64 9 39, 7 r; o'-J ^
.
5 35. 4 47. /I
Total
Weight tt tt 92 2 57. 77. 5 50. 9 66 4
Original l-o.
of Stalks 8th LP 15 15 15 15 15
7,0. of Stalks ^etch
Harvested tt 39 28 32 25 29
Weight of
Grain It tt 22 4 20, 4 22. p 15. 7 22, 6
Weight of
Strav.' II It 58. 8 43, 3 50. 6 40. 49, 6
Total
eight tt It 81,,2 63, 7 73. 4 56. 72. 2

iYi8la of V.^heat in Bushels of Grain and Tons of Strav/ per Acre
.
Table 18
—.
—
.—.—
Treat- An o ioch
1
Cutler Odin Vienna "^'irginia
nieri t
.
1st. H e a 1 3d DO .U
t
'
O 1 .-J 3 . -t-: . 2
1
Grain
All ai-
1
Stra^v fa 3.93 4.41 2.71 2.14 3.20
Grain T1 41 . 4 4^; . 30 .
2
2 ) . 4
All ai-
Straw fa 3.62 2.49 2.41 2.26 1.66
Grain O v>orG
.
oo . U OU . c So . 44 . 7
AH ai —
otrav/ fa 4.52 2.71 3.51 3.10 1 1^. ± /
Grain A +4: Lil
.
T PT^'" 4:1
. / ^7 75 / . / 00 lO2 / . 4 'J .M -PolAIT ai —
Strav; fa 3. 69 3.02 4.14 2 . 41 3.81
Grain O L 1 1 . T PLi I / O q DO , / 28 . .3 4iJ . 5
Straw Clover 4.97 2.62 3.71 1.93 3.23
Grain oth. L P 56.3 46.9 50.0 <i9 . / 5S . 5
Cow-
Strav/ peas 3.85 3.27 2. 68 2.11 4.74
Grain 7 th. L P 72.8 46.2 64.1 41.3 50.6 '
Soy-
Straw beans 5.19 3.17 4.28 2.84 3 . 79
Grain 8th
.
Vetch 59.7 54.4 60.8 42.0
j!
50.4
Straw 4.70 3.47 4.05 3 . 22 3.97
1

Yield of Grain and Straw as Influenced by the Treatment
.
Table 19
Treat- Antioch
—
1
Cutler
1
Odin Vienna ^.''irr^inia
Grans per ^0 t men t
.
Grain Le ti. L eQ n 7 n ± J . O
All a±—
vStrav; fa 49.3 55.1 33.8 26.8 39.9
Grain T1 . ± , J 11 Q y . o
A 1 -Pol -To
Straw 45.2 31.2 30.1 28.3 20.7
Grain T P o o . o CiCi . O 1 Q 1 1 A Q
A± I a± 1 a
Straw 56.5 33.8 45.1 38.8 39.6
Grain Li t 1\ 17 7 -1 rri'^ . O 01 7 1 O 1 1 7 A :
A 1 -Pa 1 -Pq
Straw 43.1 37.7 51 .
8
30.1 43.9
Grain T P ± , y TOP
ntr U.
Straw Glover 62.1 32.8 46.4 24.2 40.4
Grain 1 T/Cl . 1 lo , c ±1
.
1
L-ov/peas
Straw 48.3 40.9 33.5 26.4 59.3
Grain L P 27.3 17.3 24.0 15.5 19.0
Soybean s
Straw 64.9 39.7 3 • 5 35.5 47.4
Grain L P 22.4 20.4 22.8 15.7 22.6
Vetch
Straw 58.8 43.3 50.6 40.3 49 .
6

Average Yield of Grain per Stalk, -and Amount of Strav/ per
Unit vjeight of Grain.
Table 20
Weic;ht in Grams
Treat-
-
n^?n t_^_
_
/\nt ioch Cutler Odin Vienna
r
1
'7'irginia
Grain per stalk Heated .60 .50 . 62 .44
1
.83
Straw to grain Alfalfa 2.49 3.24 2. 33 2.02 2 . 41
Grain per stalk L .75
1
. 62 .93 .37 .64
Strav; to grain Alfalfa 2.14 2.01 1.91 2.49 2.15 1
Grain per stalk L P .76 .58 .84 .44 .93
Strav; to grain Alfalfa 2.39 2.23 2 .00 2.95 2.36
Grain per stalk L P K .71 .68 .37 .83
!
Strav,' to grain Alfalfa 2.60 2.41 2.39 2.98 2.51
Grain per stalk
Strav/ to grain-
L P
Red
Clover
.68
2.34
.63
2.05
.61
2 .22
. 5 6
2.26
.81
2.12
Grain per stalk L P .64 .68 .65 .56 .80
Strav/ to grain G ov;p e a s 2.2S 2.32 1.84 2.37 2.31
Grain per stalk L P . 68 .69 .73 .54 .70
Strav/ to grain Soybeans 2.38 2.29 2 .23 2.29 2 . 50
Grain per stalk L P .57 .73 .71 . 63 .78
Strav; to grain e t ch 2.63 2.12 2.22 2.56 2.19 '
1
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